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AASTPACT
 

ELF and VLF radio noises observed by sptellites in
 

the ionosphere often have a very sharp lower cutoff
 

frequency near the proton gyrofrequency. This naner
 

summarizes the experimentally observed characteristics of
 

this low frequency cutoff and proposes an explanation Cor
 

the cutoff based on the reflection of downward prnpgatirg,
 

extraordinary mode, waves near 
the two-ion cutoff- requencv 

between the proton and helium gyrofreauencies. This 

explanation, if correct, provides the first direct evidence 

that chorus and ELF hiss emissions are generated at big 

altitudes (above 3000 km) and not near 
the base of the
 

ionosphere.
 

Ground-based observations of 700 z noise bands
 

near the auroral zone, previously attributable to nroton
 

cyclotron radiation at low atlitudes in the ionosphere,
 

can now be explained by this reflection mechanism. Other
 

possibly related effects (such as multiple ELF noise
 

bands and the reflection of whistlers at the two-ion cito"
 

frequency) are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 

Satellite observations of ELF and VLP radio noise
 

have revealed that noise bands in the freouencv range crom
 

a few hundred Hz to several kz often bve a very sharp
 

lower cutoff frequency near the proton qvrofreqiencv FPurns.
 

1966; Smith et al., 1968: and Gutbart et a]., 106P1. In
 

this paper we summarize a study of this noise band cutn
 

using data from the Injun 3 satellite and propose an
 

explanation for the cutoff based on 
the reflection of down

going, extraordinary mode, waves near the two-ion cutoff
 

between the proton and helium (or oxygen) gyrofrequencies.
 

This explanation, together with the observed altitude
 

dependence of the cutoff frequency, provides the first
 

direct evidence that chorus and ELF hiss emissions are
 

generated at.high altitudes in the magnetospbere (above
 

3000 km) and not near the base of the ionosphere. The
 

resilts of this study further indicate that ion related
 

propagation effects strongly influence the transmission of
 

magnetospheric ELF radio noises to 
the Qround and can 

prevent these radio noises from reaching the ground. 

Ground observations of strong band emissions at 

approximately the proton gyrofreouency near the base of the
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ionosphere [Aarons et al., 1960: Gustansson et al., 1060: 

Egeland et al,, 1965a and 1065b], previously sneculated to 

be proton cyclotron radiation, can now be internreted as
 

being due to a combination of the low frequercv cutoff in
 

the transmission of ELF radio noise to the ground and the
 

frequency spectrum of the emitted radiation.
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II. CHARACTEPISTICS OF THE
 
LOW FREQUENCY CUTOFF OF F P EISSIONS 

In a previous study of VLF emissions by Taylor and
 

Gurnett [1968], using data from the low altitude (237 to
 

2785 km) Injun 3 satellite, it was found that the reeion of
 

maximum occurrence and intensity of VLF radio noises from
 

a few hundred Hz to about 7.0 kHz occurred during the
 

local day, 06:00 to 18:00 magnetic local time ("LT) and
 

about 550 to 75' invariant latitude (INV), with a broad
 

maximum from about 9 to 11 hours MLT and 6n 
 to 70' INV.
 

(MLT is the hour angle between the magnetic meridian
 

through the satellite and the magnetic meridian through
 

the sun, using the centered dipole approximation VCtamber=
 

lain, 1961]; and IN 
is Arccos L 1/2 where L is Mcllwnin's
 

[19611 geomagnetic shell parameter.)
 

The most common type of radio noise found in this
 

region of maximum occurrence consisted of hiss (band

limited incoherent noise wallet., 1SO: Helliwell, 2o65I)
 

in the frequency range from a few hundred 
iz up to about 

2 kHz. This type of radio noise was called ELF hiss. A 

frequency-time spectrogrom of ELF hiss observed by Tnjun 3 

is shown in Figure 1.
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Often the frequency spectrum of ELF hiss has a very
 

sharply defined lower frequency limit ranging from about
 

300 Hz to 700 Hz. This sharp low frequency cutoff can be
 

seen at about 300 Hz for the ELF hiss band shown in Figure
 

1. Further examples of ELF hiss illustrating this sharp 

low frequency cutoff are shown in Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 

2(c) with an expanded (0 - 1.25 kHz) frequency scale. 

The low frequency cutoffs illustrated in Figures 1 

and 2 have typical attenuations exceeding 20 db (roughly
 

black to white on the spectrograms) in a 50 Hz frequency
 

range. Since it is difficult to be quantitatively
 

precise about the definition of a cutoff, we shall use the
 

cutoffs illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 as beling typical of
 

what we mean by a cutoff in the noise spectrum.
 

The low frequency cutoffs of the type illustrated in
 

Figures 1 and 2 are not due to an instrumental effect; as
 

is,evidenced by the facts that (1) the cutoff frequency
 

changes systematically with spatial position of the
 

satellite, sometimes by several hundred Hz during 
a 15
 

minute pass; (2) the same cutoff frequency has been
 

observed for data received by two different telemetry
 

receiving stations; (3) the frequency response of the
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satellite-borne VLF receiver is not nearly sharp enough to
 

account for the observed cutoff: 
and (4) the same cutoff
 

effect has been observed by VLF receivers on the Alouette
 

satellites 
(R. E. Barrington, personal communication) and
 

the OCO satellites [Smith et al., 
1068; and Guthart et al.,
 

1968].
 

The sharp low frequency cutoff is not always
 

observed for ELF hiss received with Injun 3. 
In some cases
 

the absence of a clearly identifiable cutoff is due to the
 

poor signal to noise ratio of the data below about sof 
 Hz
 

because of the rapidly increasing attenuation of the InJun
 

3 VLF receiver in this frequency range rsee rTurnett and
 

O'Brien, 1964, for details of the experiment,'.- However,
 

in many cases with good signal to noise ratios, the low
 

frequency cutoff can be seen to change from very sharp to
 

diffuse or nonexistent in a time scale on 
the order of
 

minutes. Approximately one 
third of the ELF hiss events
 

observed with Injun 3 have a recognizable low frequency
 

cutoff. This percentage of occurrence must he considered
 

very uncertain because of the signal to noise ratio
 

difficulty discussed above.
 

The low frequency cutoff commonly observed for ELF
 

hiss is also observed for other, less common, types of FLF
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emissions. Figures 2(a) and 2(c) illustrate the same low
 

frequency cutoff for discrete VLF emissions of the type
 

called polar chorus. The low frequency cutoff has also
 

been observed for periodic emissions.
 

The cutoff frequency of ELF'emissions, when it
 

occurs, is found to decrease systematically with increasing
 

altitude and is usually less than the proton gyrofreauency
 

at the satellite. Figure 2 shows examples of the low
 

frequency cutoff for three different altitudes at about the
 

same latitude (57.5O to 59.5 INV) and illustrates the
 

general tendency of the cutoff frequency to decrease with
 

increasing altitude.
 

To provide some statistical evidence of the ajtitude
 

dependence of the cutoff frequency, several hundred measure

ments of the cutoff frequency were made at various altitudes
 

and latitudes. The cutoff frequencies measured are shown
 

as a function of altitude in Figure 3 for six latitude
 

ranges. No measurements were made below about 380 Hz
 

because of the poor signal to noise ratio and the
 

uncertainty in identifying cutoffs at these frequencies.
 

At the lower latitudes, 380 to 600 INV, the low frequency
 

cutoff is seen to decrease systematically-with increasing
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altitude with only a small amount of scatter. All hut
 

about 10% of the cutoff frequencies (Fc) are within the
 

range 0.8p < Fc < Rp (.p = proton gyrofrequency). 

Significantly, perhaps, some of the cutoff frequencies ai
 

definitely above the proton gyrofrequency. At higher
 

latitudes, particularly in the 650 to 700 invariant
 

latitude range, the scatter increases considerably and the
 

cutoff frequency dependence on a1+4+- 9 less well
;-


defined.
 

In order to confirm and possibly'clarify the
 

dependence suggested by the statistical study, several
 

individual passes with ELF hiss were selected for analysis.
 

These passes were selected to have continuous-t kood quality
 

ELF hiss data with a low frequency cutoff covering the
 

altitude and latitude ranges of interest (300 km to 3000 km
 

and 40* to 70' INV). Figure 4 shows the frequency-time
 

spectrogram for one of the individual passes studied. A
 

continuous, sharply defined, low frequency cutoff can be
 

seen for the duration of this pass. Figure S illustrates
 

the variation of the cutoff frequency (Fc) and its rela
 

tionship to the proton gyrofrequency (P P) during the pass.
 

It is seen that near the beginning of the pass at low
 

altitude (400 1,m) and high latitude (65' INV) the cutoff
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frequency is very close to the proton gyrofrequency. As
 

the satellite proceeds to higher altitudes and lower
 

latitudes, the cutoff frequency drops significantly below
 

the proton gyrofrequency until, near the end of the pass at
 

about 1000 xqn altitude and 350 INV, the ratio of the
 

cutoff frequency to the proton gyrofrequency is about 0.8.
 

Analysis of other individual passes selected for study
 

generally support the altitude dependence illustrated in
 

Figure S, namely that the cutoff frequency and the ratio of
 

the cutoff frequency to the proton gyrofrequency (F /P
 

decreases with increasing altitude.
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III. A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF THE
 
LOW FREQUENCY CUTOFF
 

One-of the most important features of the low
 

frequency cutoff is the systematic decrease in the cutoff
 

frequency with increasing altitude (Figure 3). This
 

altitude dependence indicates that waves with frequencies
 

just above the cutoff frequency at some given altitude are
 

not observed at a lower altitude. If we consider that the
 

waves are propagating in a horizontally stratified iono

sphere, then we are led to two general possibilities for
 

explaining this altitude dependence: (1) if the waves are
 

downcoming from a source at a higher altitude, then the
 

waves are being reflected (or absorbed)-at the cutoff
 

frequency, or (2) if the waves are entirely upgoing, then
 

they are being generated at the cutoff frequency. The
 

first possibility (1) above is strictly a propagation
 

effect, and the second possibility (2) involves the gener

ation mechaijism.
 

When the effects of ions are considered on the
 

propagation of ELF waves in the ionosphere a ready
 

explanation arises for the observed cutoff. The propa

gation of electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere at
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frequencies on the order of the ion gyrofrequencies has
 

[1965] in connection with
been discussed by Gurnett et al. 


One of the results of principal
ion cyclotron whistlers. 


interest to this paper is a cutoff in the extraordinary
 

mode of propagation (corresponding to the usual whistler
 

mode when ions are not considered) at a frequency between
 

the proton and helium gyrofrequencies. This cutoff
 

frequency is called the L = 0 cutoff frequency [Stix,
 

1962] or the two-ion cutoff frequency [Smith and Brice,
 

1964]. At the L = 0 cutoff frequency the index of refrac

zero for all angles of propagation and the
tion goes to 


(non-pqopagating)
extraordinary mode becomes evanescent 


The importance of the L = 0 cutoff frequency for
 

in the ionosphere can be
the propagation of ELF waves 


best illustrated using the plot of various critical fre-


The fracquencies versus altitude shown in Figure 6. 


He+, and 0, shown at the
tional concentrations of H'+, 


typical of a mid-latitude, local
bottom of Figure 6, are 


are identical
night (temperature = 800
0 K) ionosphere and 


[1965].
to the model ionosphere used in Gurnett et al. 


The critical frequencies plotted in Figure 6 are the
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proton gyrofreauency (n ), the crossover freniiencv Fsmitih 

and Brice, 1964] (also labled D = 0 according to the 

nomenclature of Stix [iq6211, and the L = 
n ciiit-o fre

quency.
 

The role which these critical frenuencies nlav for
 

ELF waves propagating in the ionosphere can he illustrptp
 

by following a wave propagating downward from a source at
 

high altitudes. Starting at a high altitude of .0;n 1
m
 

and a representative freauency of 400 I4z the wave must he
 

propagating in the extraordinary (whistler) mo0e since
 

above the proton gyrofreauencv the ordinary mode is
 

evanescent (up to frequencies on the order of the electron
 

gyrofrequency, -t1.0 MHz). At this altitude tbe extra

ordinary mode is right-hand polarized. As the wave nro

pagates downward no major effect occurs until it reaches
 

the altitude where the wave freouency is equal to tle
 

crossover frgeuencv (about R80 1m altitude for 4fn Hz
 

in Pigure 6). As the wave crosses the P = n (cross

over frequency) altitude, the polarization changes from
 

right-hand to left-hand. This polarization reversal
 

effect occurs only for plasmas with two or more ions qtix,
 

1962] and was first demonstrated to occur for nroton
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whistlers propagating upward from the base of the iono

sphere [Gurnett et al., 1965]. After the polarization
 

reversal the wave 
can continue to propagate downward,
 

left-hand polarized, until the altitude is reached at which
 

the wave frequency is equal to the L = 0 cutoff frequency
 

(about 780 km for 400 Hz in Figure 6). At this altitude
 

the index of refraction for the extraordinary mode (now
 

left-hand polarized) goes to zero for all angles of pro

pagation and is immaginary (non-propagating) at all lower
 

altitudes. Thus, for waves propagating downwards from a
 

high altitude source, only altitudes above the L = 0
 

altitude are accessible to these waves. 
The region
 

accessible to downward propagating waves is illustrated
 

by croscbatrbing in Picrire 6. 
The minimum transmission
 

frequency to the ground (700 Hz in Figure 6) is deter

mined by the altitude at which the H concentration becomes
 

so small that polarization reversal nq longer occurs when
 

collisions are considered fJones, 196S]. 
 This minimum
 

transmission frequency produces an analogus cutoff for
 

upward propagating waves which is commonly observed for
 

the right-hand polarized whistler preceding ion cyclotron
 

whistlers [Gurnett et al., 19651.
 



is
 

Because of refraction as the wave approaches the
 

L = 0 altitude, a downward propagating wave will in general 

be reflected before it reaches the L = 0 altitude. The
 

reflection altitude depends critically on the initial
 

wave normal angle and can even be above the crossover or
 

proton gyrofrequency altitudes. 
 For a horizontally
 

stratified ionosphere the altitude at which reflection
 

takes place can be determined from a nlot of the horizontal
 

refractive index (nX) as a function of altitude, as 'sbown
 

in the top of Figure 6. From Snell's law reflection will
 

take place when n 
is equal to the initial horizontal 

component of the refractive index vector (n Sin 8, 

6 = initial angle of incidence). 

From the plot of the horizontal index of refract! 

in Figure 6, it can be seen that the largest vertical
 

gradient in nx occurs in the altitude range between the
 

L =0 cutoff and the proton gyrofrequency altitudes. Thus,
 

for a reasonably uniform distribution of initial wave
 

normal angles, most of the waves will be reflected in this
 

altitude range, or correspondingly, below the proton
 

gyrofrequency and above the L = 0 cutoff frequency.
 

From this discussion of the effects of ions on
 

downward propagating ELF waves in the ionosphere, it is
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evident that the low frequency cutoff of ELP emissions can
 

be explained by the reflection of downward propagating
 

ELF emissions due to the large vertical gradient in the
 

refrdctive index of the extraordinary mode near the L = n
 

altitude. The following general points of agreement with
 

the experimental data support this explanation.
 

(1) Relation of the Cutoff Frequency to the Proton
 

Gyrofrequency. 
The altitude of reflection, and the corres

ponding cutoff frequency, are expected to he qenerallv
 

below the proton gyrofrequency, as is generally observed.
 

It is possible, however, with a sufficientlv large intial
 

wave normal angle, for the reflection altitude and the
 

corresponding cutoff frequency to be above the proton
 

gyrofrequency, as has been observed in a few cases.
 

(2) Relation of the Cutoff Frequency to the L = f 

Cutoff Frequency. Calculations of the L = 0 cutoff 

frequency as a function of altitude for reasonable esti

mates of the ion concentrations generally show that the
 

observed cutoff frequency is somewhat greater (10 to ?0')
 

than the calculdted L = 0 cutoff freouency. Tn a few
 

cases at mid-latitudes,where nv-oton whistlers are nbserveO
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simultaneously with a lower frequency cutoff of ELF emis

sions, the observed cutoff frequency was found to be above
 

the crossover frequency (the crossover frequency is easily
 

determined from proton whistlers). These observations are
 

consisteht with the explanation that'the cutoff is due to
 

the reflection of downgoing waves above the L 
= 0 altitude,
 

and, therefore, above the L = 
0 cutoff frequency. Since
 

the cutoff frequency and the spectrum near the cutoff are
 

strongly dependent on the intial wave normal angle, the
 

observed cutoff is not, in general, the L = 0 cutoff
 

frequency. Thus, the cutoff frequency cannot be easily
 

used to obtain ion concentration information as has been
 

done for the crossover frequency of ion cyclotron whistlers.
 

The dependence of the frequency spectrum near 
the cuto-Pf
 

on the initial wave normal angle has been suggested (N.
 

Brice, personal communication) as a method of determining
 

the distribution of wave normal angles.
 

(3) Altitude Dependence of the Cutoff Frequency.
 

Since the L = 
0 cutoff frequency strongly influences the
 

refractive index near the reflection altitude, the altitude
 

dependence of the observed cutoff frequency is expected to
 

be similar to the altitude dependence of the L = 0 cutoff
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frequency. As the L = 0 cutoff frequency, and the ratio
 

of the L = 0 cutoff frequency to the proton ;yrofreauencv,
 

always.decreases with increas4ng altitude (see PFiure 6).
 

the general tendency for the cutoff freauencv (P.) and, 


the ratio of the cutoff frequency to the proton gvrofre

quency (Fc/p), to decrease with increasing altitude, as 

illustrated in Figures 3 and 5, s accounted for.
 

(4) Transmission Past the L = 0 Cutoff and Mode 

Coupling. ELF emissions are often ohseried which etero
 

considerably below the lower cutoff frequency of ELF hiss,
 

and below the L = 0 citoff frequency estimated from
 

reasonable models of the ion concentrations. These cases
 

of transmission past the L = 0 cutoff seem to he parti

cularly-common at high latitudes (above 60* TNV).
 

Transmission past the L = f cutoff can he readilv
 

explained by mode coupling near the crossover frequency,
 

much as in the case OF ion cyclotron whistlers 
f[urnett et
 

al., 1965 and Jones, 19681. 
 When the effects of colli

sions are included a critical coupling angle (c), 
 relative
 

to the geomagnetic field, is obtained. For wave normal
 

angles greater than 8c' at the crossover fyequency altitude
 

polarization reversal,occurs 
in ths usual way (right-to
 



leftnhand for downgoing waves) and the wave cannot go below
 

the L = 0 altitude. For wave normal .angles near QcI
 

however, the phase velocities of the two modes are very
 

nearly equal and mode coupling is strong, with the result
 

that both right- and left-hand polarized waves are nroduced
 

,below the crossover altitude. Since the L = 0 cutoff is
 

only for left-hand'polarized waves, the right-hand polar

ized component can be transmitted vast the L = 0 cutoff

frequency. For wave normal angles less than Oc, polari

zation,reversal does not occur fJones, 10681 
and all of
 

the wave energy can be transmitted past the L = 0 altitude.
 

Since the critical coupling angle is usuallv rather
 

small (5 to l0*) mode coupling effects are expected to
 

occur only for waves propagating nearly parallel to the
 

geomagnetic field at'the crossover frequency altitude.
 

Thus, mode coupling would tend to occur primarilv 9or
 

ducted propagation or for certain latitude ranges where
 

the source, presumed to be near the equatorial Plane,
 

illuminates the ionosphere with wave normal 
angles.neprlv
 

parallel to the geomagnetic field. Someof the observed
 

cutoff characteristics, such as the tendency for sbarnlv
 

defined cutoffs and less 
scatter in the cutoff frenuencies 

at low latitudes (less than 60' TNV), appear to he 
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consistent with the expected latitude variation in tbe
 

wave normal angles from an ELF emission source near the
 

equatorial plane at L values of 4 to 8. 
Considerable
 

additional investigation is required to establish the role
 

of mode coupling for ELF emissions observed at low
 

•altitudes in the ionosphere.
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IV. DISCUSSION
 

In addition to explaining the low frequency cutoff
 

of ELF emissions, the reflection of downgoing waves near
 

the U = 0 cutoff frequency may have application to other 

ELF radio noise phenomena observed on the ground and 1y
 

satellites. Possible effects related to 
the L = n cutoff
 

frequency are discussed below.
 

A. 700 Hz Noise Bands
 

ELF and VLF emissions in the frequency range from
 

a few hundred Hz to several kHz are very commonly observed
 

from the ground at middle and high latitudes. Observations
 

of ELF noise at.Kiruna, Sweden, (65.30 goemagnetic
 

latitude) by Aarons et al. [1960]; Gustafsson et al. f196nl];
 

and Egeland et al. [1965] have shown that the ELF noise
 

spectrum generally has a strong peak at about 700 Hz. 
 These
 

observations of strong band emissions at approximately the
 

proton gyrofrequency in the lower ionosphere (about 700 Hz
 

at 40'0 km altitude) have led to the suggestion that this
 

noise ihay be generated by proton cyclotron radiation in
 

the ionosphere [Aarons et al., 1960].
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When the effects of inns are considered on the
 

propagation of ELF waves a fairlv sip'le explanation arises 

for the 700 HIz noise hand emissions observed 1v Aprnns 

and others. -rom Figure 6 it is seen that the minimum 

transmission freouencv to the groiin I is determined bi- the 

proton gyrofrequencv at the base of t1 e n rotonosnhere. TF 

the frequency spectrum of the downgoinq Poise is increasina 

rapidly towards lower frequencies in this Freqoiencv range 

as is often the case iudginv from tl'e Iniun 3 datp, then 

the resulting ELF noise spectrum observed on fhe groTinrl 

would be peaked near th-e minimum transmission Creoupncr 

the peak being due to the combination of t.e s'arn lower 

cutoff in the transmission to the ground and tie fre

quency spectrum of the solrce. This exnlanntion can 

account for the principal characteristics or the 7An 1Tz 

noise band given by Egeland Fl0 65a1 , namely that (1) t1 e 

peak noise intensity occurs at P freouencv near the protor 

gyrofrequency in the lower ionosnhere (hnirt 7nn ti z pt 

400 km altitude), (2) the noise spectrim fas an nsvro

trical shave, with a slope which is much steerer below 

the frequency of maximum amnlitude ti-in above, npd (dl 

the noise band is relativel, narrow (about 5N 77). 
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B. Multiple Noise Bands
 

Figure 7 illustrates two examnles of noise hands 

occurring-at frequencies (200-300 lz) consicerablv helow 

the usual two-ion cutoff frecuency near the proton Pvro

frequency. These noise bands each have a sharn, low 4re

quency cutoff at approximately the lTe+ gyrofreauency. 

Since there is also a two-ion cutoff frequencv between tle
 

He+ and O+ gyrofrequencies, these low frequency cutoffs
 

may be due to the reflection of downgoing waves near the
 

He+ 
 0 two-ion cutoff frequency, similar to the reflection
 

of ELF emissions near the H+ 
- He+ two-ion cutoff frequencv. 

Many additional examples of multiple EL noise bands must 

be studied to determine the role which ion effects have on 

the propagation of these noises. 

C. L = 0 Cutoff Effects
 

for Whistlers
 

Just as with ELF emissions, downgoing whistlers in
 

the ELF frequency range will he reflected above the L = 0
 

altitude in the absence of mode coupling. This tvne of
 

reflection of whistlers has been observed in VLP data from
 

the OGO-II and IV satellites rhuzzio, 19681.
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FT(1RF CAPTTONS 

Figure 1 Frequency-time spectroyram of FLr hiss.
 

Figure 2 Spectrograms illistratinz the low rreol'encv 
cutoff of ELF emissions
 

Figure 3 Scatter plot of the lower cutoff freouency on 
ELF emissions as a function of sltitudp ,n
latitude. 

Figure 4 Spectrogranm showing the low freauencv cutof
variations with latitude and nltitule for nn

individual pass. 

Figure 5 Comparison of the low -recunncv cutoff with t'e 
proton gyrofreouencv.
 

•Figure'6 Critical frequencies and horizontnl 
index of
 
refraction vs. 
altitude for aumodel ionosphere. 

Figure 7 Frequency-time specfograr oF multiple Poise 
bands observed writh, Iniun 3. 
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